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EPCA Report No 105
3-wheeler registration: Report filed in compliance with direction of Hon’ble
Court dated 26.8.2019 and IA No 11028/2019 on behalf of DMRC
October 18, 2019
Background
On 4.2.2019, the Hon’ble Supreme Court directed EPCA to consider the issues
in the application No 176097 of Bajaj Auto Ltd of December 12, 2018 seeking
that the cap on number of 3-wheeler registration, imposed by the Hon’ble
Supreme Court vide its order of 16.12.1997, should be removed as these
vehicles are no longer polluting.
On 28.2.2019, EPCA submitted its report No 95 examining the improvement in
fuel and emissions standards and found that the for petrol/CNG 3-wheelers,
from BS I to BS VI, emission limits have been reduced by roughly 80-90 per
cent. Even between BS IV to BS V, there is a 50 per cent reduction in emission
limits. Given this situation and the urgent need for para-transit vehicles in the
city, EPCA recommended that the cap on registration of 3-wheelers should be
removed, provided these vehicles are BS VI compliant and run on petrol/CNG.
On 26.8.2019, the transport department was permitted to file documents to
support the statement as to how many vehicles are required. The cap was
fixed in 2011. What steps are taken thereafter to ascertain requirement and in
the affidavit it may also be mentioned objectively the overall requirement.
Hon’ble Court directed EPCA to submit a report as to how many vehicles can
be permitted considering the environment aspect, in case the cap is lifted. The
transport department to assist EPCA to furnish relevant details of vehicles etc.
On 23.9.2019, in IA No 110238/2019 (Applications for directions on behalf of
Delhi Metro Rail Corporation Ltd), the Hon’ble Court directed, Let the opinion
of EPCA be awaited.
As the two matters are related to the registration of 3-wheelers in Delhi, EPCA
sought the permission of the Hon’ble Court to examine and file a combined
report. This report is being filed in compliance with these directions.
EPCA has examined the following two issues:
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1. What is the pollution impact of the increased number of 3-wheelers, if the
cap on registration is lifted?
2. The merits of the proposal of DMRC to register and ply electric 3-wheelers in
the city for last mile connectivity.
2. Pollution impact of increased 3-wheeler registration
EPCA has not received any information from the Delhi Transport Department
to ascertain the requirement or the pollution potential of increased
registration.
Therefore, EPCA has worked to estimate the pollution load from these
vehicles. To do this, it has used the emission inventory developed by IITKanpur in 20161for estimating the pollution load from different sources in the
city. EPCA has estimated the NOx load from 3-wheelers because in the case of
petrol/CNG this is the key pollutant.
As per 2016 IIT Kanpur study the total NOx emission load from vehicles is
113,443 kg/day. Of this, the contribution of three wheelers is 7177 kg/day
(6%).
NOx Emission Load contribution of each vehicle type in city of Delhi (Kg/Day
and %)

Source: Mukesh Sharma et al 2016 (IIT Kanpur), Comprehensive Study on Air
Pollution and Green House Gases (GHGs) in Delhi, (Final Report: Air Pollution
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Mukesh Sharma et al 2016 (IIT Kanpur), Comprehensive Study on Air Pollution and Green House Gases (GHGs)
in Delhi, (Final Report: Air Pollution component), Submitted toDepartment of Environment, Government of
National Capital Territory of DelhiandDelhi Pollution Control Committee, Delhi,
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component), Submitted to Department of Environment, Government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi and Delhi Pollution Control Committee,
Delhi, http://cerca.iitd.ac.in/files/reports/IITK%20study%202016.pdf
The question before EPCA was to estimate what would be the additional load if
3-wheelers are allowed to be registered without a cap. As there is currently, no
emission factor available (these factors take into account the deterioration and
other factors, which would increase emissions on road), EPCA has used the
emission standard to estimate the load from these vehicles. This estimation
shows that additional of 10,000 to 1,00,000 new petrol/CNG BSVI 3 wheelers,
will add between 1 to 14 per cent additional NOx emission load.
Table: Potential NOx emission load from new three wheelers
Number of BSVI spark ignition
Estimated Additional % of
engine three wheelers
NOx load total 3-wheeler
in kg/day NOx emission
load*
10,000
102
+1%
20,000
204
+3%
30,000
306
+ 4%
40,000
408
+ 6%
50,000
510
+ 7%
100,000
1020
+ 14%
Source: Estimated based on assumed three wheeler additions meeting BS VI emission norm values, Vehiclekm-per-day data from MOES study, Total NOx emission load (* 7177kg/day from three wheelers as per IITK
Study).

It is technically not possible to estimate what would be the increased load of
additional 3-wheelers in the total pollution load of the city/ or its contribution
to vehicular pollution load. This would require more information on the
number and type of vehicles that will be registered and other details.
3. Registration of battery operated 3-wheelers for last mile connectivity
DMRC in its IA 110238/19 has stated the following:
1. It has incorporated on 13.4.2018 a wholly owned subsidiary company, Delhi
Metro Last Mile Services Ltd.
2. Based on the discussions with the Delhi traffic police, it has decided to
introduce E-3-wheelers (E-TSR) for last mile connectivity, instead of erickshaws.
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3. The Delhi transport department has written to DMRC stating the following
reasons for not granting permissions for registration and plying of the E-3
wheelers:
a. The Hon’ble Court has fixed the limit of registration of autos in Delhi (1 lakh)
and therefore, unless the Hon’ble Supreme Court grants permission for
registration of additional number of autos, the request of DMRC cannot be
accepted.
b. The registration of autos is to be made as per the procedure prescribed by
the Transport Department, according to which there is no provision of
allotment of permits in favour of one agency in bulk and the permits are issued
to individual license holder.
3.1: Examination of the issues raised by DMRC and Delhi Transport
Department
EPCA convened a meeting on September October 14, 2019 to discuss the
issues (see Annexure 1 for list of participants).
EPCA raised the following issues to better understand the sustainability of the
DMRC proposal:
1. What would be the type-approval given to the E-3 wheelers; how would it
be ensured that these E-3-wheelers are manufactured using lithium ion or
better batteries so that battery pollution does not become a matter of
concern.
2. What would be the system for battery management?
3. What would be system for charging of these vehicles – this is particularly
because it has been brought to the attention of EPCA that the current fleet of
e-rickshaws have a propensity to use illegal power
4. What would be the system of ensuring that the e-3 wheelers stick to the
routes/areas assigned and maintain road-discipline
5. What would the parking space for these e-3 wheelers to avoid further
congestion near metro stations
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6. What would be management/ownership of these vehicles so as to ensure
quality of service as well as sustainability
7. What would be the rate fixed and if shared mobility would be allowed as it
would bring down the cost. The affordability of the metro system is dependent
on the cost of last-mile-connectivity as commuters look at the total cost of
their trip and not just the cost of the metro ticket.
EPCA also asked the Delhi Transport Department if the rule for allowing only
one owner per vehicle (owner-driver) applied also to taxis in the city. The
DMRC proposal involves contracts to companies, which would own the
vehicles and ply them in designated areas near the metro stations.
DMRC has given EPCA details of its proposal and replied to the queries raised
above (see Annexure 2).

1.

2.

3.

4.

Issue of
concern
Type
Approval of
vehicle

Examination of issue

Will be type-approved and certified by agencies like
ICAT, ARAI. Vehicle standards have been set and
certification is done based on 3-wheeler standards,
other than for engine specifications, which are done as
per the standards set for battery performance. The
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MoRTH) has
sent EPCA the details of companies which have received
type-approved E-3 wheelers (Annexure 3). The vehicle
will cost Rs 3 lakh as per DMRC.
Battery type As per the type-approval specifications, E-3 wheelers will
require superior battery performance, Lithium iron++.
DMRC has confirmed this to EPCA and added that the EAutos will be equipped with Li-ion or superior class of
smart batteries, which would be connected to cloud
server through built-in telematics system.
Battery
DMRC has informed EPCA that the operator is required
management through contract to account for the batter and these will
be reverted back to the OEM for reuse. The batteries will
be repurposed for energy storage applications and in this
way their life will be extended for another 5-6 years.
Battery
According to officials, the advanced E-3 wheelers are
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charging

5.

5.

6.

7.

designed to travel for 110-120 km on a single charge.
The options for battery charging would be to either set
up individual stations or to develop a battery swapping
system. DMRC in its contracts has agreed that it will set
up dedicated spaces on its land (at the stations) for
battery charging. The electricity cost will be built into the
contract.
Maintaining DMRC has built the service requirements into the
quality and
contracts, which registration by the transport
road
department; GPS enabled vehicles; PSV badges for
discipline
drivers. It has also included ways of ensuring service,
through apps for booking by customers, designated
routes; and e-payments including integration with DMRC
through Delhi Metro Smart Card. It has also informed
EPCA that it will include safety features for passengers.
Enforcement On EPCA’s suggestion, DMRC has agreed to
of service
operationalize a control centre for real-time monitoring
conditions
of e-autos and will ensure overall supervision so that
and control
quality of service is maintained by exercising control
over different operators
Parking
DMRC will provide dedicated parking for E-3 wheelers at
its station and also make provision in the MMI parking
that it is developing in the stations for last mile
connectivity.
Registration The permit conditions for 3-wheelers (TSR) require the
of E-3
owner to be the operator of the vehicle; and do not
wheelers by permit more than 1 vehicle for each driver/owner (see
Transport
Annexure 4).
Department
under taxi
However, the Delhi Transport Department under the city
scheme
taxi scheme 2015 does permit licensees to be a taxi
service provider, including an aggregator of taxi
(Annexure 5).
Therefore, there is a possibility of considering the DMRC
proposal, which is important for last-mile-connectivity as
a scheme where DMRC through its wholly owned
subsidiary company, Delhi Metro Last Mile Services Ltd is
running these vehicles through agents. The control and
overall supervision will vest with DMRC.
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8.

Fare fixation

DMRC has informed EPCA that the vehicles will operate
under the fares set by the Delhi Transport Department;
Rs 25 for first 1.5 km and Rs 9.50 per km subsequently
(Annexure 6). Clearly, affordability of transport for last
mile connectivity is crucial and so shared mobility should
be also permitted.

4. Recommendations for the consideration of the Hon’ble Court
Based on the above examination of issues, the following are the
recommendations for the consideration of the Hon’ble Court.
Issue
1. Pollution
potential of
removing
cap on
registration
of 3wheelers

2.

Examination/
findings
EPCA has estimated
the NOx load from
additional
registration of
petrol/CNG 3wheelers, based on
IIT-Kanpur 2016
study, which had put
the contribution at 6
per cent of total
vehicular emissions.
According to this
estimate, additional
10,000 to 1,00,000
new petrol/CNG BS 6
3 wheelers will add 1
to 14 per cent
additional NOx load.
EPCA in its report 95
had said that BS
diesel 3-wheelers
should not be
allowed to be
registered. It has also
found that there
were diesel 3-

Recommendations for
consideration of Hon’ble Court
The Hon’ble Court may consider to
raise the cap by 20,000-30,000 to
begin with as BS 6 petrol/CNG 3wheelers have reduced emission
limits by 80-90 per cent from the
time the cap was imposed.
These vehicles are also needed for
last mile connectivity in the city.
May keep the matter of removal
of registration cap open for later
consideration, as the vehicles start
plying and also older
generation/diesel vehicles are
replaced.

May consider directing that all
diesel 3-wheelers are banned in
NCR and that all currently plying
diesel 3 wheelers should be
converted to petrol/CNG or
battery within a time-bound
schedule. Diesel 3-wheelers
continue to ply in cities of NCR
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wheelers operating
in NCR towns, which
were extremely
polluting.
3.
EPCA in its report 95
had said that only
41,766 3-wheelers
out of 95,000
registered in the city
had functioning
GPS/GPRS systems.
Also, there were
complaints of poor
service
conditions/lack of
safety
4. Registration EPCA has discussed
of E-3
all elements of the
wheelers as DMRC proposal to
proposed by introduce 15,000 E-3
DMRC
wheelers for last mile
connectivity in the
next 2-3 years. All
issues, including
those regarding
battery type;
management
(including reuse and
disposal); charging;
parking and
supervision have
been deliberated and
detailed by DMRC in
its proposal. EPCA is
satisfied by this
proposal and also
notes the need for
affordable and
quality last mile
connectivity.

even with availability of
CNG/petrol. These must be
replaced at the earliest.
May consider directing the Delhi
Transport Department to improve
the service and quality conditions
of current and future fleet of 3
wheelers, including strictly
enforcing GPR/GPRS fare meter.

May consider allowing registration
of 15,000 E-3 wheelers by
agencies selected and contracted
by DMRC. The agencies will
operate under the overall
supervision of DMRC, which will
also set up a central control centre
for real time monitoring and
ensuring quality and service.
May consider allowing this
registration of E-3 wheelers over
and above the current cap on
registration for CNG/petrol 3
wheelers
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E-3 wheelers will be
important for local
air pollution control
(local pollution is
lower than
CNG/petrol). But the
governments need to
have supportive
policies to ensure
that the vehicles
registered are type
approved and there
is battery
management and
charging rules
provided so that
these vehicles do not
add to the city’s road
and infrastructure
problems.

May consider directing Delhi,
Haryana, UP, Rajasthan state
governments to formulate policies
for E-3 wheelers, which would
ensure all aspects, including
battery management and charging
infrastructure.
Based on these policies, the
Hon’ble Court may consider
allowing registration of E-3
wheelers without a cap on the
numbers that can be registered.
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Annexure 1

List of participants who attended the EPCA meeting held on 14.10.2019
1. Dr.Bhure Lal, Chairman, EPCA
2. Ms. Sunita Narain, DG, CSE and Member EPCA
3. Prof.Umesh Kulshrestha, Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru University and Member EPCA
4. Sh. Abhay Damle, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Road and Transport
5. Sh. Atanu Ganguli, Dy. Executive Director, SIAM
6. Sh. Rajesh Kumar, MLO, Transport Department, Govt. of NCT Delhi
7. Sh. Vikas Kumar, ED/OPS/DMRC
8. Sh. Saleem Ahmad, GM/LMC, DMRC
9. Sh. Sushil Kumar Gupta, MGR/OPS, DMRC
10. Sh. Alok Ray, Asst. Director, Society of Manufacturers Vehicles (SMEV)
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Annexure 2
INTRODUCTION OF E-AUTOS FOR LAST MILE CONNECTIVITY BY DMRC LTD.
1.0

Introduction
DMRC is a leading MRTS in the world in terms of infrastructure developed and
services provided to its customers. Though DMRC is catering to approx. 3 million
passengers a day but the desired utilization is still not achieved due to lack of
first mile / last mile connectivity. Despite the subject of last mile connectivity falls
under the purview of State Transport Authorities, DMRC has taken into account
requirements of its patrons and have ventured into this field. For the purpose,
DMRC has formed a wholly owned subsidiary company ‘Delhi Metro Last Mile
Services Ltd.” on 13.04.2018 to tackle the issue. The prime objective behind
formation of Subsidiary Company is to promote the use of public transport and
to provide speedy & easy access for MRTS passengers to metro stations & to
transit points / destinations.
Due to availability of limited number of feeder buses in the fleet, and related
issues with the procurement & their subsequent operation, feeder buses could
not be introduced by DMRC from all the metro stations. Need is therefore felt to
have dedicated fleet of para-transit modes, for last mile connection, with
earmarked safety & security features and defined Service Quality Parameters.
The Delhi Metro is contributing tremendously on the environment front by
becoming the first ever railway project in the world to claim carbon credits.
DMRC has also been certified by the United Nations (UN) as the first Metro Rail
and Rail based system in the world to get carbon Credits for reducing Green
House gas emissions. In line with this aspect, DMRC has taken a lead by
facilitating operators to provide battery operated last mile connectivity services
from the metro stations be it e-rickshaws, e-bikes, e-scooters, etc.

2.0

Background
DMRC first introduced e-rickshaw services, on pilot basis, during Oct-2015.
Subsequently, based on open tender process, 2 Operators were selected to
provide dedicated e-rickshaw services. The services were first introduced from
NCR regions of Gurgaon, Faridabad and Ghaziabad.
For introducing the services in Delhi region, the matter was taken up with
Transport Department, GNCTD, by DMRC and after sustained efforts, Transport
Department, GNCTD agreed to register the fleet of e-rickshaws in DMRC’s
authorized Operator name. E-rickshaw services are presently operational from
15 metro stations in Delhi/NCR. In the Delhi region, the services are available
from 7 metro stations viz.

Dwarka Sector-21 (along with battery charging hub; 69 SQM area)

Dwarka Sector-09

Dwarka Sector-10 (along with battery charging hub; 1,340 SQM area)

Dwarka Sector-11

Dwarka Sector-12

Uttam Nagar East (along with battery charging hub; 2,875 SQM area)

Rajouri Garden (along with battery charging hub; 310 SQM area)
For the purpose DMRC has facilitated the operator by way of the following: -
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DMRC has provided land for stabling, parking and battery charging of erickshaws within its premises.
Dedicated spaces, wherever available, provided at stations to operator
for pick-up & drop-off of passengers. Signage also permitted to operator at
the pick-up & drop-off point for the convenience of passengers.
MOUs executed by DMRC with leading PSUs to provide, install &
commission battery chargers, if required by operator. One of the PSUs has
provided the battery chargers on free of cost basis and are maintaining
the same on no cost basis.
Power Distribution companies have been requested for provision of
electricity connection to the operator for setting up the battery charging
infrastructure by the operator in the DMRC’s owned land.
Payment integration with Delhi Metro Smart Card is also underway.

The operator on its part is required to follow all the agreed terms of the open
tender / Letter of Acceptance which includes the following: i)
About e-rickshaw
 Approved model of e-rickshaw.
 In-built GPS tracking system.
 Equipped with First Aid box & Fire Extinguisher.
 Fully compliant with the Government’s Make in India campaign.
 Covered passenger cabin & a full front windscreen for driver &
passenger safety & comfort.
 E-rickshaws to be registered and have valid fitness certificate.
ii)

Service Quality Parameters
 Drivers have valid driving license.
 Police verified drivers.
 Drivers wear prescribed uniform provided by the Operator.
 Time of operation is 10 min prior & post departure of first & last train.
 Display of helpline numbers on e-rickshaws including Operator’s
helpline number for real time complaint handling.
 A dedicated Manager for the project for day to day management of
activities.
 Availability of comprehensive insurance including vehicle, driver,
passengers and third party.
 Pre-defined fares are charged or as fixed by STA, if any.
 Operator’s Smart-phone App has facility of sending one click SOS
message in cases of an emergency.
For breach of terms or unsatisfactory performance or violations, DMRC
may withdraw the permissions granted to the operator.
Operator is managing the operation of e-rickshaw from the hubs created
at the metro stations and from their centralized control room at Gurgaon
wherein live tracking e-rickshaws (through GPS), customer care helpline,
etc. is done.
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3.0

Issue at hand
DMRC operator is running 800+ fleet of e-rickshaw which serves around 90,000
passengers a day. The services are quite popular among the metro commuters
and demands are being received from them to introduce e-rickshaw services
from other metro stations as well. DMRC intends to replicate the services from
majority of the metro stations but for the prohibition order of GNCTD
[Notification dated 11.12.2014] whereby plying & idle parking of e-rickshaws is
prohibited on 236 roads. Almost all the metro stations are either situated on the
prohibited roads or the e-rickshaw route has to encounter the prohibited road
for cross-over movement in order to serve the passengers.
The matter on the prohibited roads for e-rickshaw movement was
simultaneously taken up with the Transport Department, GNCTD and the Delhi
Traffic Police. The details are as under: 

Vide letter dated 15.01.2019, DMRC requested Spl. Commissioner of
Police/Traffic/Delhi for concessions on the movement of DMRC authorized
e-rickshaws viz. permission to cross-over relevant negative list roads, limited
& short distance movement on earmarked negative list roads during
specified time of day, etc. [Annexure-A]
DCP/Traffic vide letter dated 18.03.2019, referring meeting that was held
by the Hon’ble LG, reverted that above permissions to e-rickshaws cannot
be granted and instead asked DMRC to introduce e-autos for last mile
connectivity since there aren’t any restriction on their plying. [Annexure-B]



Vide letter dated 15.01.2019, DMRC requested Principal Secretary-cumCommissioner/Transport/GNCTD to grant registration and issuance of
permit, if required, to the fleet of e-autos of DMRC authorized operator.
[Annexure-C]
GNCTD vide letter dated 03.05.2019 [Annexure-D] reverted that: i) Hon’ble Supreme Court has fixed the limit of registration of autos in
Delhi up to 1 Lakh only and as such the request of DMRC cannot be
accepted.
ii) The registration of autos is to be made as per the procedure prescribed
by the Transport Department, GNCTD, according to which there is no
provision of allotment of permits in favor of any one agency in bulk and
the permits are issued to individual license holder only.

Accordingly, DMRC had to file an Application before the Hon’ble Supreme
Court with a prayer for removal of cap of 1 Lakh autos in Delhi and also for
directions to the Transport Department, GNCTD, for registration of e-autos of
DMRC’s authorized operators, in bulk, and also issuance of permits, if required.
4.0

DMRC’S PLAN FOR E-AUTO SERVICES BY DMRC’S AUTHORIZED OPERATOR(S)

4.1

Manufacturer (OEM) and Certified Model of e-autos
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e-autos of reputed manufacturers like Mahindra, Kinetic, etc. would be
inducted by the Operator(s).
E-autos of other reputed manufacturers, available at the time of
procurement, will also be inducted if they offer better comfort and have
other safety features & facilities.
e-autos would be GPS enabled.
Only those models of e-autos would be inducted which are certified / type
approved by authorized testing agencies viz. iCAT, ARAI, etc.
Operator(s) would have to abide by all the statutory provisions and
directions applicable from time to time.
Maximum speed in the range of 45-55 KMPH depending on the make &
model.

4.2

Procurement, registration and permits for e-autos and PSV badges for Drivers
 Cost of an e-auto at the present is about Rs.3 Lakhs (all inclusive).
 E-autos would be procured and to be registered by Transport Department,
GNCTD, in the name of DMRC’s authorized Operator who would own the
fleet.
 Permits, if any required, shall be issued by Transport Department, GNCTD, in
the name of DMRC’s authorized operator.
 E-auto Driving License and PSV Badge to be issued to the Drivers by
Transport Department, GNCTD.

4.3

Smart Battery for e-autos and their use
 E-autos to be equipped with Li-ion or superior class of smart batteries.
 Smart Batteries are intelligent with onboard battery management system.
These are always connected to cloud server through a built-in telematics
system. During their lifetime, the usable capacity of these batteries will drop
from 100% to 80-75% over its 4-6 years of cycle life.
 These batteries would be properly accounted for by the Operator and will
be reverted back to the OEM for further after-use.
 Subsequently, the batteries will be repurposed for energy storage
applications such as grid stabilization, home inverters, energy backup for
telecom towers, fuel pumps, corporate offices. Therein, the batteries will be
used for another 5-6 years to meet energy storage application requirements.

4.4

Stabling & parking of e-autos and Battery charging hubs with infrastructure
 Dedicated spaces will be identified within DMRC’s land, in line with existing
arrangements with authorized e-rickshaws, for stabling, parking and
installation of battery charging infrastructure.
 DMRC will give exclusive queuing rights to the operator for pick-up and
drop-off of passengers within DMRC’s area of jurisdiction.
 Existing MMI system would also be utilized for DMRC authorized e-autos.
 Electricity, based on requirement by the operator, will be provided on
concessional rates as notified by DERC / Power Distribution Companies or
the operator will be facilitated in arranging power connection from the
Distribution companies.
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If required by the operator, DMRC will facilitate in arranging battery chargers
from leading PSUs who are in the business of battery chargers.
 If required by the operator, DMRC may also provide support in taking up
electrical work at the site.
 As is done presently, the hubs will be kept under CCTV surveillance by the
Operator for monitoring movement of men, material, e-autos & their O&M.
Management of Depots / Hubs by the Operator
 Hub managers and staff will be deployed by the Operator to manage
associated activities.
 Duties include registration of Drivers, which involves check of Aadhar Card,
License and other verifications as stipulated by authorities from time to time.
 Overall functioning of the hub, its Operations & repairs, etc., live tracking of
vehicles and management of drivers will be done.
 Overall supervision of the Hub, operational within DMRC’s land, may be
exercised by DMRC.


4.5

4.6

Booking of e-autos, Mobile App and payment of fares
 Likewise as is done in case of e-rickshaws at the present, a user would be
able to request e-auto through Operators smart phone app.
 Some routes have also been identified by Urban Mass Transit Company
(UMTC) wherein last mile connectivity through such vehicles can be
provided.
 App would also have facility of e-payment for added convenience.
 Fares for ride shall be as notified by Transport Department, GNCTD, from time
to time.
 We may request Transport Department, GNCTD, to notify special fare for
shared rides, if deemed fit.

4.7

Safety features for passengers
 SOS feature is there in the mobile app for emergency. Therein a user can
send swipe for SOS which will send a message to Operator’s support team.
 Users can call 24x7 Operator’s helpline or Police Control Room from the App
itself. Operator’s helpline number would be pasted on each e-auto.
 Integration of Operator’s mobile App with Himmat Plus App of Delhi Police
can be done.
 Live tracking of e-autos would be done through Operator’s Control Centre.
DMRC would also operationalize a Control Centre in its own premises for
monitoring the e-autos.
 Geo-fence radius of e-autos would be set at 6 KMS from the hub which
would help in keeping the vehicle in close proximity for resolving any issue
immediately. This would also ensure that DMRC’s authorized e-auto would
be serving first & last mile connection purpose.
 For cases of rash driving report, emergency, etc, operator has the control to
immobilize / mobilize e-auto from anywhere at any time through the
dashboard.
 Different type of alerts based on their severity would be tracked on real time
basis viz. over-speeding, dwelling, low battery, etc.
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It will also be ensured that only those e-auto would be running who have
fitness certificate issued by the Transport Department, GNCTD.
Availability of Fire extinguisher and first aid box in each e-auto would be
ensured by the Operator.
Operator will be made accountable for accidents / claims / liabilities arising
out of operation of e-auto services.

DMRC’s Control
 DMRC would operationalize a Control Centre in its own premises for real time
monitoring the e-autos run by the Operator.
 Daily / weekly reports would be requisitioned from the Operator on the running of
e-autos, passengers served, complaints handled, etc.
 Operator would be asked to offer payment integration with DMRC through Delhi
Metro Smart Card (Common Mobility Card).
 DMRC will facilitate the operator in obtaining associated clearances from
concerned authorities.
Overall supervision of the services will be exercised by DMRC so as to ensure desired
results.

1E-Auto
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2 Dwarka Sector 10 Charging Hub

3Uttam Nagar East charging hub

